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This thesis is aiming to carry out further exploration to the selection of the labor flow 
mechanism and urbanization path in China under the background of evolution from 
dual economic structure to triple economic structure with the information technology 
as pioneer. For that reason, the following aspects will be expounded in details.  
 
Firstly, with the development of knowledge based economy and the information 
technology, the western traditional dual economic structure has various shortcomings 
and can’t adapt to the new economic environment. Therefore, a new theoretical 
analyzing framework is needed to explain the experience and evidence in China. On 
the basis of analysis of dual structure analyzing framework in research of western 
traditional urbanization theory, this thesis create new triple economic theory based on 
knowledge and information technology from a new perspective. The triple economic 
structure is defined as the traditional agriculture, the modern industries and the 
knowledge based economy.  
 
Secondly, a further analysis of China’s macro economic background of production 
and development, theoretical and realistic meaning of triple economic structure of 
Chinese urbanization is implemented. Through comparing western theoretical pattern 
and China’s realistic urban-rural development experience, this thesis elaborated the 
characteristics of China’s labor flow mechanism and urbanization path. We 
demonstrate both the development contribution and the limitations of rural 
enterprise-small town mode all through the urbanization path. This thesis also pointed 
out that the rural workers comprise a special group in the urbanization and cut the 
traditional urbanization process.  
 
Thirdly, this thesis tried to create a new mechanism of labor flow which is based on 
the flow among peasants, rural workers and city residents. The functions of village 
industries are also demonstrated. Due to unequal development within China, an 
assumption based on regional difference of the selection of Chinese urbanization path 
is put forward. East and west regions have different urbanization path choice.  
Finally this thesis analyzed the problems as well as difficulties that exist in the new 
labor flow mechanism and urbanization path which provides  
a reference for formulating the practical policies. Thus, some effective policies were 
put up to promote the urban-rural development under the triple economic structure.  
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